[195]
Will you tell me what interest you have in doing all this ? "
Quinette was well aware that his behaviour must appear suspicious so long as he failed to produce some simple, comprehensive explanation of it, romantic if need be~ people always had a weakness for explanations of that kind -but one which anybody could readily understand. By offering such an explanation he might even find an opportunity of strengthening his prestige.
He whispered:
" Listen, I'm going to tell you all about it - confidence for confidence. Yes, I used to belong to the police, once ; but I had a frightful row with them. As a matter of fact, I caught one of the chiefs taking bribes. They decided to break me. I had a fine job-not outdoor work, but at headquarters. Naturally, though I hadn't the experience of an inspector, I picked up quite a number of things, even from the practical point of view - things worth knowing. Well, they played me a dirty trick - one of those dirty tricks you can't forgive. There you are. I want to get back at them. Whenever I have a chance of keeping anybody out of their claws - so long as he's somebody who interests me, somebody who attracts me, of course -1 do it. Now do you understand ? "
Apparently the man did. He looked at Quinette quite differently. He glanced for a moment at the parcel, which he had laid on the ground in the corner of the room. He was on the point of saying something, but he changed his mind. He reflected for a moment, and finally he said :
" Of course, if you can help me - but I don't see how you can ..."
** Certainly I can. We'll see just what I can do for you in a moment. But wait-I can at least tell you now whether you have taken all the precautions you should. Where did you go when you left me this morning ? "
The man hesitated.
" Did you go home ? "
"No."
" Do you live by yourself ? "

